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Abstract
A recently introduced approach termed “Assembly Theory”, featuring a computable index based on basic principles of statistical compression has been claimed to be a novel and superior approach to
classifying and distinguishing living from non-living systems and the
complexity of molecular biosignatures. Here, we demonstrate that the
assembly pathway method underlying this index is a suboptimal restricted version of Huffman’s encoding (Shannon-Fano type), widely
adopted in computer science in the 1950s, that is comparable (or inferior) to other popular statistical and computable compression schemes.
We show how simple modular instructions can mislead the assembly
index, leading to failure to capture subtleties beyond trivial statistical properties that are not realistic in biological systems. We present
cases whose low complexities can arbitrarily diverge from the randomlike appearance to which the assembly pathway method would assign
arbitrarily high statistical significance, and show that it fails in simple cases (synthetic or natural). Our theoretical and empirical results
imply that the assembly index, whose computable nature we show
is not an advantage, does not offer any substantial advantage over
existing concepts and methods computable or (semi) uncomputable.
Alternatives are discussed.
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Introduction

The distinction between life and non-life has been a matter that has long
fascinated both scientists and philosophers. This question has been germane to the area of complex systems science since its inception, with the
concept of complexity having long been hypothesised as being deeply connected to the life vs. non-life distinction [2, 18, 23], as also to matters such
as emergence and self-organisation, which have exercised scientists concurrently [19]. First to take up this nexus of issues was Erwin Schrödinger in his
book “What is Life?”, exploring the physical aspect of life and cells, followed
by Claude Shannon with his concept of entropy, driven by the pressing challenge of identifying the distinctiveness of certain configurations of atoms or
molecules assembled non-randomly, and quantifying the many ways in which
swapping these molecules could explain a whole system. Later would come
the concepts of algorithmic information, algorithmic randomness and algorithmic probability that formalised what constituted a discretely-describable
random object at the limit—a problem which had challenged mathematicians
for decades or centuries—by abstracting it away from statistics and recasting
it in terms of fundamental mathematical first principles. These foundations
are the underpinnings of both computable and uncomputable compression
methods, and they are ultimately what explain and justify their application
as a generalisation of Shannon’s information theory which is subsumed into
Algorithmic Information Theory.
Building upon algorithmic information, Charles Bennett put forward a
measure of sophistication to capture complex systems, in particular life and
the byproducts of living systems. Bennett’s concept of logical depth [4]
focuses on the lengths of the shortest computer programs that best compress
data. Characterisations in terms of thermodynamics [14, 24] have further
enriched these measures beyond statistical pattern recognition and number
of steps, circling back to some original ideas related to what are believed to
be the principles of living systems. One characteristic of measures based on
symbolic computation, that goes beyond statistical pattern matching, is that
these measures are either semi- or uncomputable (we will call them ‘stronger’
as they are a generalisation of computable statistical measures).
These stronger measures allow estimations from weaker computable versions that can easily be formulated from their uncomputable counterparts,
one example being resource-bounded algorithmic complexity [7, 21, 31]. Some
of these are represented by popular compression schemes such as Lempel-ZivWelch (LZW) and cognates, with simple coding schemes such as run-length
encoding (RLE) and Huffmann codings [10] underlying many of these.
A major problem in science is that of reproducibility and lack of proper
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control experiments. In proposing a new complexity measure, the central
claim advanced in [17] is that molecules with high molecular assembly index (MA) values “are very unlikely to form abiotically, and the probability
of abiotic formation goes down as MA increases”. In other words, “high
MA molecules cannot form in detectable abundance through random and
unconstrained processes, implying that the existence of high MA molecules
depends on additional constraints imposed on the process” [17].
At the core of Assembly Theory is a elementary compression scheme.
Compression has been widely applied in the context of living systems including a landmark paper published in 2005 that was not only able to characterise
DNA as a biosignature but was able to reconstruct the main branches of an
evolutionary phylogenetic tree from the compressibility ratio of mammalian
mtDNA sequences [11]. Just as with Assembly Theory and their index, the
work in [11] was weak on basic control experiments given that in the field of
genetics it is widely known that similar species will have similar genomic GC
content and therefore a simple Shannon entropy approach on a uniform distribution of G and C nucleotides, effectively simply counting GC content [12],
would have yielded the tree. Nevertheless, the work in [11] demonstrates
that compression schemes have been at the centre of the discussion of and
applications to living organisms and their information signatures for decades.
Note that, depending on variations in application and context, the same
measure behind Assembly Theory has had several names or can be called
in different ways from pathway assembly (PA), object assembly (OA) or
molecular assembly index (MA) as in [15, 16]. We choose to employ the
latter nomenclature in the present article, but our results and conclusion
hold across all and the same index behind Assembly Theory.
The underlying intuition is that such an assembly index (by virtue of
minimising the length of the path necessary for an extrinsic agent to assemble
the object) would afford “a way to rank the relative complexity of objects
made up of the same building units on the basis of the pathway, exploiting
the combinatorial nature of these combinations” [15].
In order to support their central claim, Marshall et al. [17] state that “MA
tracks the specificity of a path through the combinatorically vast chemical
space” and that, as presented in [16], it “leads to a measure of structural
complexity that accounts for the structure of the object and how it could
have been constructed, which is in all cases computable and unambiguous”.
The authors propose that molecules with high MA detected in contexts or
samples generated by random processes in which there are minimal (or no)
biases in the formation of the objects, display a smaller frequency of occurrence in comparison to the frequency of occurrence of molecules in alternative
configurations, where extrinsic agents or a set of biases (such as those brought
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into play by evolutionary processes) play a significant role.
However, we found that what the authors have called Assembly Theory [17] is a measure that mirrors the working of previous coding algorithms,
without attribution.
Furthermore, our results show that the claim that this measure may help
not only to distinguish life from non-life but also to identify non-terrestrial
life, is a major overstatement. At best what the Assembly Theory amounts
to is a re-purposing of existing elementary algorithms in computer science.
But some of these algorithms themselves have been advanced in the context
of identifying the complexity of living systems [4, 25], hence even the claim
to novelty of application is in question.
While the calculation of MA may be prone to false negatives—due to partial fragmentation in energy collision analysis and the restriction to counting
only valence rules in molecule synthesis (ignoring other chemical conditions)—
this does not pose a challenge to the central claim raised in [17]. Instead,
MA aims at avoiding underestimation of the amount of molecules that result
from random or abiotic processes. Thus in the present article, instead of
studying both positives and false negatives, we only focus on investigating
the existence of false positives, which directly tackles the central claim. The
limitations and drawbacks here identified extend to all applications of these
methods developed in [15–17, 20].
A first type of life-like formal idea using computation was proposed by von
Neumann, featuring a universal replicator, where a function (e.g. a cellular
automaton) gets as input the instruction blueprint for its own construction.
This type of computation is deeply related to universal computation, which
in turn implies uncomputability. What Turing and others proved was that
for an arbitrary blueprint (e.g. genetic instructions for life) to be reproduced,
an uncomputable universal mechanism would be required. The concept of
modularity of structure and recursive reconstruction from elementary building blocks has been also a feature long associated with life. In [9], we proved
that modularity can be built up from computation alone, and can therefore
be characterised in a recursive fashion. However, the complexity of living
systems also immediately suggests that simple measures such as Huffman
schemes or Assembly Theory are unable to characterise the complexity of
life. Modularity also goes hand in hand with generative functions, in particular of the recursive type. In other words, modularity, computability, and
fundamental features of life have been richly intertwined and explored in
tandem in the last century.
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2
2.1

Results
MA classification exhibit lower performance than
existing algorithms

Here we first compare the performance of ‘Molecular Assembly’ (MA) with
other measures under the four mass spectroscopy (MS) categories. The Ttest and Kolmogorov-Smirnov test have been used for this purpose. Unlike
the t-test statistic, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test provides a non-parametric
goodness of fit test assuming the data does not come from a Gaussian (Normal) distribution.
For the unpaired (two-samples/independent measures) t-test with Welch’s
correction, at a degree of freedom (df) of 100, a critical t-value of 3.390 is
expected for a two-tail P-value of 0.001 (i.e., 99.9% confidence). The t-value
closest to 3.39 was found for the 1D-BDM and 2D-BDM [30, 31], with a
t-value of 6.410 and 6.561, respectively (P < 0.0001), both within the critical
region of statistical significance. All complexity measures obtained a nonparametric Kolmogorov-Smirnov test value of P < 0.0001; the KolmogorovSmirnov distance D was smallest for the 1D-BDM and 2D-BDM, with both
returning a value of 0.707. MA and Shannon entropy had a similar statistical
significance in classifying the mass spectroscopy (MS) data into their four
distinct categories, with t-values of 15.96 and 20.96, respectively at df = 100.
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov distances were 0.828 and 1, respectively. Lastly,
the LZW compression was found to be non-significant in the classification (P
= 0.8466).
Through these statistical assessments, the 1D-BDM and 2D-BDM at a
binary conversion threshold of 3 were found to be robust discriminants of
molecular complexity in classifying living vs. non-living molecules. The
result is shown in Fig. 2.
Both 1D-RLE and 1D-Huffman coding show a strong statistical correlation and linear correspondence with MA (Fig. 1). The one-dimensional
RLE and Huffman code compression lengths showed the strongest Pearson
correlations with MA at R-values of 0.9001 and 0.896, respectively. The
two-dimensional distance matrices of the mass spectroscopy (MS) data were
binary converted at a threshold of 3 and subjected to the compression algorithms. The 2D-RLE and 2D-Huffman code compression lengths obtained
Spearman correlation values of 0.7967 and 0.7537 respectively with MA (the
Pearson scores were comparable). The gzip compression showed a weaker
correlation with MA, at a Pearson score of 0.4761 and a Spearman correlation of 0.804.
A strong Pearson correlation with an R-value of 0.8823 was observed
5

Figure 1: Correlation plot between ‘Molecular Assembly’ (MA) and Compression Algorithms. The strongest positive correlation was identified between MA and 1D-RLE compression (R= 0.9001), which is one of the most
basic compression schemes and among the most similar to the original definition of MA. Other compression algorithms, including the Huffman coding
(R = 0.896), also show a strong positive correlation with MA. As seen, the
compression values of both 1D-RLE and 1D-Huffman coding show overlapping and nearly identical medians (horizontal line at center) and ranges on
the whisker plot. Our analysis reveals the similarity in behaviour of MA
and popular statistical lossless compression algorithms that are based on the
same counting principles.
between 1D-BDM and MA for the 99 molecules in the MS data set (Fig. 2).
The LZW compression shared a close Pearson correlation score of 0.8738 with
MA. All correlation measures obtained a statistically significant one-tailed
p-value (P < 0.0001).
These findings suggest that the methods behind the so-called ‘Assembly
Theory,’ on which ‘Molecular Assembly’ (MA) is based, can easily be replaced by one of the first and simplest compression schemes, 1D-RLE, in the
classification of mass spectroscopy (MS) complexity. The so-called Molecular Assembly indices did not show any significant advantage when compared
with other measures that were introduced several decades ago when computer compression algorithms where designed based upon the same modular statistical principle of repetition and modular counting re-introduced by
MA. Nor were the MA indices able to show any particular advantage over in6

Figure 2: Classification of Complexity measures by mass spectroscopy (MS)
profiles (log-scale). Both 1D and 2D BDM better distinguish living from
non-living molecules in the MS dataset than MA, as shown by a clearer
variability in the complexity measures between the molecular subgroups. MA
does not display any particular advantage when compared against proper
control experiments and performs similarly to the simplest of the statistical
algorithms.
dices that are non-computable but capable of being approximated from above
and based on resource-bounded variants of algorithmic complexity (such as
BDM [30, 31]) which the authors of MA disqualify a priori without any evidence or control experiments by virtue of their semi-computable nature.

2.2

Comparison of correlation with molecular weight

The comparison of measures across the four categories of MS molecules is
shown in Table 1 with respect to increasing the molecular weight (MW) to
better visualise the trends across living and non-living bio-signatures. The
Pearson correlation test was assessed on the various complexity and compression measures in relation to molecular weight (MW) with an alpha value
of 0.01 (99 percent confidence interval) for which the one-tailed p-values
were significant (P<0.0001) for all five measures compared in Table 1.The
one-tail P-value tests were performed instead of the two-tail tests since our
(previous) analyses inferred a unidirectional linear relationship in the trend
patterns. As shown in Table 1, 1D-BDM had the highest Pearson correlation
7

Statistics
Pearson Correlation (R)
99% confidence interval
R squared

MA
0.897
0.832 - 0.938
0.805

LZW
0.902
0.84 - 0.941
0.815

1D-BDM
0.905
0.845 - 0.943
0.820

Table 1: Table of Pearson Correlation values of MA and other indices across
the four categories of mass spectroscopy (MS) signatures. LZW and BDM
are given in bits, meaning the length of the compressed description of the
object, including the number of steps. Both LZW and BDM generate better
statistics than MA without any adaptions or modifications.

with MW (R=0.9058), followed by LZW compression (R=0.9028). MA has
a correlation score of 0.8055.
The correlation analysis suggests a stronger positive linear relationship
between MW and measures from algorithmic information dynamics, such as
BDM and LZW, in contrast to that between MW and MA. As such, the
complexity measures we employ are better predictors of increasing molecular
complexity in the MS signatures classification.

2.3

Comparison of computational optimality

The assembly method from the ‘Assembly Theory’ proposed by the original
authors consists roughly in finding a pattern-matching generative grammar
behind a string by traversing and counting the number of steps needed to generate its modular redundancies, decomposing it into the statistically smallest
collection of components that reproduce it without loss of information by
finding repetitions that reproduce the object from its compressed form.
For purposes of illustration, let us take the example of ABRACADABRA.
For molecular assembly (MA) to succeed it needs to have a discriminator and
classifier able to characterise each repetition of A and N as the same, where
N is another character or some sub-unit of the structure with the same frequency as A (e.g., a two-letter unit containing A, such as AB or RA). In
the ABRACADABRA example, MA deconstructs the sequence into unique
blocks of five possible characters by adding a new character in subsequent
steps, such that the minimal number of steps, considering only the frequency
of the largest repeated block size (ABRA), is obtained. The repeated binary
or tertiary recursive structures (i.e., blocks of 2 or 3 letters) within the sequence, such as AB, RA, or BRA, are ignored in MA’s minimal path search.
The proposed MA falls into the category of entropy encoding measures and is
indistinguishable from an implementation motivated by algorithmic complex8

ity using methods such as LZW and cognates, except for perhaps meaningless
variations. In Section 2.3 we have shown the marked similarity between Huffman coding and MA results. We found that the similarity depended on the
fact that compression algorithms create unique blocks in generating the structure/system. However the Huffman coding provides the most optimal way
of encoding—by finding the shortest number of steps (assembly pathways)—
stochastic processes, such as those that are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.). The algorithm’s purpose is compression efficiency, and as
such it assigns shorter codes to more frequent blocks, hence affecting step
economy (optimisation of the tree length). Thus, together with other popular statistical approaches, it has been universally used for data compression
and estimations based on the principles of algorithmic complexity [13] and
logical depth [21, 25]. Figure 3 shows an illustration of the standard operation

Figure 3: ABRACADABRA tree diagrams for Assembly theory (A) and dynamic Huffman coding (B), both computable measures trivial to calculate.
Huffman’s is an optimal compression method able to characterise every statistical redundancy, including modularity. The (molecular) assembly index
(to the left) is a suboptimal approximation of Huffman’s coding (to the right)
or a Shannon–Fano algorithm as introduced in the 1950s. In this example,
Huffman’s collapses the compression tree into a 4-level tree, while MA’s is a
7-level tree. In both cases, the resulting tree characterises the same word and
is able to reconstruct it in full, without any loss of information, by exploiting
redundancy and nestedness.
of Huffmann coding in a typical example, compared to the principle advanced
by the Assembly Theory authors [17]. Proposed in the 50s, the Huffman cod9

ing exploits block redundancy by parsing objects, counting block recurrence
in a nested fashion [10].
As shown in Figure 3 featuring the ABRACADABRA example, to the
left (1A), we see the reconstruction of the sequence from a root node by the
method proposed by Assembly Theory in general, and in particular by this
molecular application, when represented as a tree search diagram following
binary branching rules. A bifurcation to the right denoted by 1 indicates
a new assembly step, whereas a bifurcation to the left indicated by 0 from
a node represents a fixed structure (block). The MA algorithm requires 7
assembly steps to derive the sequence of interest. However, as shown to the
left in Fig 1B, the Huffman coding tree optimises the sequence reconstruction
by principles of recursivity in its search compression, as evidenced by the
nested bifurcations. Given that the Huffman tree is more compact (fewer
assembly steps) than MA, we demonstrate that the Huffman tree is a more
robust compression algorithm than MA when it comes to characterising the
molecular complexity of complex structures such as biomolecular signatures.
The superior performance of the Huffman coding can be partially explained via its algorithmic framework. Huffman coding is a binary tree search
algorithm. The binary structure allows bifurcations in the assembly process
of the molecular structure, and bifurcations are precursors to tree-like recursive structures. MA lacks bifurcations in the assembly search and instead
considers a combinatorial search space with a linear sequence progression.
Hence, it shirks the quantification of emergent hierarchical or nested structures (i.e., modularity optimisation) and intermediate structures within the
sequence decomposition/compression. In contrast to MA, the recursiveness
observed in complex molecules and biosignatures is detected by Huffman
coding, and it does this in the most optimal way by providing the shortest
tree algorithm (assembly pathways) needed.
We suggest that the reason behind this is that modularity, ‘nestedness’,
and recursion are inherent to the binary tree search framework of the Huffman coding algorithm. Thus, in our analyses MA was found to produce an
expanded version of the Huffman coding tree, searching for the minimal path
length (steps) to obtain a structure or sequence while considering only the
frequency of the largest block size (e.g. ABRA) in the optimisation of the
search. Even if modified, MA would only perform as well as a Shannon-Fano
or Huffman coding. On the other hand, Huffman coding shows the emergence
of all unique blocks, including recursive sub-structures (and their respective
frequencies) in the shortest number of steps as a tree diagram with its shortest
description. Hence, it is an optimal compression algorithm in the sense that
the expected codeword length is minimal [6], and thus it provides a shorter
statistical description of the information system (molecular biosignature).
10

2.4

Mischaracterisations

To understand the mathematical limitations underpinning Assembly Theory,
first note that the pathway assemblages are characterised by functions of the
form
gk :

V (Γ) × V (Γ)
→
V (Γ)
,
(z, x) = (z, (w1 , . . . , wk , . . . )) 7→ gk (z, x) = (w1 , . . . , f (z, wk ) , . . . )

where (w1 , . . . , wk , . . . ) denotes the object x in the assembly space (Γ, φ) that
results from the combination of other objects w1 , w2 , . . . , wk , etc. also in Γ
and function f : V (Γ) × V (Γ) → V (Γ) gives the result of combining object
z with wk . Being limited to joining operations—and this limitation becomes
even more dramatic in the non-stochastic generative processes that we will
discuss below—Assembly Theory cannot deal with any variation of x or f beyond successive simple constructions. In the general case, most computable
objects would be missed by statistical methods (like entropy and cognates
such as Assembly Theory). Since probability distribution uniformity does not
guarantee randomness [3, 5, 26], most objects, both in theory and practice,
cannot be recognised or characterised by weak computable measures, especially by those that are largely based on entropy measures such as statistical
compression algorithms or Assembly Theory.
As mentioned in Section 1, such a mischaracterisation has its roots in
the reason any particular statistical test may fail to capture a mathematical
formalisation of randomness, an inadequacy which prompted the positing of
algorithmic randomness [5, 8]. For every computable statistical test (e.g.,
obeying the law of large numbers or displaying Borel normality) for which
there is a computably enumerable number of sequences that satisfy it, there
are arbitrarily large initial segments of sequences that can be computed by
a program, although these initial segments would be deemed random by
statistical tests.
On the contrary, algorithmic randomness requires the sequence to be incompressible (and, as a consequence, uncomputable) across the board, or to
pass any feasible statistical test. More formally, any sufficiently long initial
segment of an algorithmically random infinite sequence is incompressible (except by a fixed constant) or, equivalently, the sequence does not belong to
the infinite intersection of any Martin-Löf test [5, 8]. As a unidimensional
example in the context of sequences, algorithmic complexity theorists very
soon realised that an object such as 123456789101112 . . . could be very misleading in terms of complexity. Note that this sequence in fact defines the
Champernowne constant C10 = 0.123456789101112, a complexity-deceiving
phenomenon from the Borel normal numbers [26] that is generated by one
11

of the most modular forms of a function type, recursion and iteration of
a successor-type function f (x0 , xi ) = xi + x0 = xi+1 for x0 = 1. The ZK
graph[26] which is constructed using the Champernowne constant as the degree sequence, was shown to be a near-‘maximal entropy graph with low
algorithmic complexity [26]. The reader is invited to note how such a mathematical concept motivated the construction of deceiving molecules in [22].
Indeed, as we move beyond the realm of pure stochastic processes, complexity
distortions become even more problematic. As demonstrated in [22, Theorem 2.4 and Corollary 2.5], there are (sufficiently large) deceiving molecules
the complexities of whose respective generative processes arbitrarily diverge
from the assembly index that the assembly pathway method assigns to them.
By a generative model [1] we mean here a model that can be implemented or
emulated by the execution of a Turing machine (with one or multiple tapes
or any other equivalent model) so that it generates the pathway assembly
and its objects. Therefore, generally speaking, this proposed assembly index
fails to capture the minimality that is necessary for a complexity measure
that may be claimed to be unambiguous and observer-independent.
Additionally, MA in general fails to avoid false positives in the specific
sense that it may not be able to distinguish a “complex” object that is in
fact the result of randomly generated generative processes. Under the same
assumptions as in [16, 17], we construct in [22, Theorem 2.4] a deceiving
molecule that has a much larger MA value in comparison to the minimal
information sufficient for a randomly generated generative process to singlehandedly construct this molecule. Whatever arbitrarily chosen method is
used to calculate the statistical significance level, the MA of this molecule is
large enough to make the expected frequency of occurrence (estimated via
the arbitrarily chosen Assembly Theory) diverge from the actual probability
(which derives from the random generation of the computable processes). In
this case, Assembly Theory would consider such a molecule “biotic”, resulting from extrinsic factors that increase biases toward certain pathways or
that constrain the range of possible joining operations, although its sole underlying generative process in fact results from fair-coin-toss random events.
This proven existence of false positives due to such a deceiving phenomenon
is corroborated by our findings in Sections 2.3 and 2.4, which show that
MA displays a behaviour that is both structurally and empirically similar
to traditional statistical compression methods. Indeed, the latter methods
are already known to present distorted values [26], performing worse than
more recent algorithmic-based methods [28]. Thus, they are prone to overestimating complexity, and consequentially to presenting false positives for
“high”-complexity objects.
The key rationale behind this result is the computable nature of MA, so
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that given the set of biases and the joining operations allowed by the model,
objects with much higher MA can be constructed by much simpler (and,
therefore, more probable) computable generative processes. Thus, in this
context, MA (or any computable ‘assembly’ measure of this basic statistical
type) will underestimate the frequency of occurrence of objects with high
MA that in fact were constructed by much simpler randomly generated processes. This means that MA would misidentify molecules as byproducts (or
constituents) of livings systems that resulted from evolutionary processes,
while in fact these molecules might have been byproducts of single-handed
computable systems (natural or artificial) that were randomly generated by
a fair coin toss, and as such, are not the result of an evolutionary process of
optimisation over time.
Nevertheless, note that it is true that there are computable (lossless)
encodings of a source, such as Huffman coding, that are proven to be optimal on average, but only if one knows a priori that the underlying processes generating the objects are purely stochastic (in particular, when one
knows beforehand that the conditions of the source coding theorem are satisfied [6]). In this case, one can show that the minimum expected size of the
encoded object converges to its expected algorithmic complexity. However,
pure stochasticity is too strong an assumption or does not realistically represent the generative processes of molecules. This is because, especially in
the context of complex systems like living organisms, organic molecules may
be the byproduct of intricate combinations or intertwinements of both deterministic/computable and stochastic processes that govern the behaviour of
the entire organism [23, 27]. Moreover, as shown by [22, Corollary 2.5], the
deceiving phenomena can be equally bad or even worse in case the molecules
are byproducts of complex systems that are somehow capable of universal
computation.
When processes that are not purely stochastic are also possible generative
processes, there is no such thing as a generally optimal complexity measure
that cannot be improved upon, since computable complexity measures are
dependent on the observer (or the chosen formal theory) [1]. Without the
necessary conditions being satisfied by the underlying stochastic process, one
cannot generally guarantee such a convergence between the expected size of
the encoded object and the expected algorithmic complexity that is assured
by the source coding theorem. For example, in the case of advanced civilisations that are capable of artificially constructing living beings by computable
processes, simplistic complexity measures such as MA can be intentionally
misled with respect to what actually should be measured.
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3

Discussion

We have shown that the method at the heart of the so-called Assembly Theory as advanced in [17] and several other papers from the same group, is a
suboptimal weaker version of Shannon-Fano and Huffman’s encoding algorithms, the basis upon which most popular statistical lossless compression
algorithms work. The concepts and ideas underpinning Assembly Theory, as
well as the challenges it faces, are very much part and parcel of the decadeslong history of research in complexity theory.
For example, Bennett faced the same sorts of problems that the authors
believe they are facing for the first time, such as the differences between taking the shortest or average paths. The authors repurpose but do not properly
cite essential work. We have shown, for example, that the characterisation
of simpler molecules using mass spectrometry signatures is not a challenge
for other statistically weak indexes, as alleged, and that as soon as these
(including MA) are confronted with more complicated cases of non-linear
modularity, they fail. We have shown that the best performance of molecular assembly does not outdistance other measures of a statistical nature.
Our theoretical and empirical results show that molecular assembly (MA),
and its generalisation in Assembly Theory, is easily prone to false positives
and fails to capture the notion of high-level complexity (non-trivial statistical
repetitions) necessary for distinguishing a serendipitous extrinsic agent (e.g.
a chemical reaction) that constructs, or generates, the molecule of interest
from a simple or randomly generated configuration.
The empirical motivation of MA was appropriate for devising novel biosignature detection instruments and related technologies. However, lacking the
capability of detecting essential features of complex structure formation that
go beyond a linear and combinatorial sequence space (optimised for only the
largest repeated block sizes), Assembly Theory and its simplistic (mathematical and computational) methods may return misleading values that would
classify a low complexity molecule as being extrinsically constructed by a
much more complex agent, thus failing to characterise extraterrestrial life,
as the authors have widely claimed. In fact this extrinsic agent may be of a
much simpler nature (e.g. a naturally occurring phenomenon).
The claim that Assembly Theory can quantify the emergence of natural
selection and emergence is unfounded, as we clearly show how easy it is
to mislead Assembly Theory with a simple recursive function that takes a
module, iterates over a number of steps, and keeps adding a new module every
number of steps to iterate over the new block. As matters stand, the bold
claims regarding the capabilities of this Assembly Theory to characterise
life, and even extraterrestrial life, seem misleading or hugely exaggerated,
14

attracting undeserved media attention to the detriment of both new and
past research.
Stronger arguments regarding simplicity, recursivity and modularity in
a better grounded theoretical and methodological framework were advanced
in [9], where it was shown that exploiting approximations of strong complexity measures, modular properties could be explained.
In this way, the investigation of correlations between biosignature detection instruments and state-of-the-art complexity measures, such as those
that, unlike MA, are not prone to known limitations of statistics, repeating
patterns, or combinatorial operations, is a fruitful line of future research.

4

Methods

Various complexity measures were used to classify living vs. non-living
molecules from the mass spectrometry (MS) data in a four-category scheme:
natural compounds, metabolites, pharmaceuticals and industrial compounds,
where the natural compounds include the amino acids. The results were
subjected to statistical analyses such as the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, one
sample t-tests, and Pearson correlation analysis using GraphPad Prism v.
8.4.3.
The Mass Spectrometry (MS) data were further analysed using various
complexity measures, including the 1D-string and 2D-matrix Block Decomposition Method (BDM) [27, 29], Shannon’s entropy, and compression algorithms, including Lempel-Ziv-Welch (LZW), Run Length Encoding (RLE),
Huffman coding, and gzip. The InChID strings of the 99 molecules from
(MW vs. MS data) and the 114 molecules from figure 3 (MS data standard
curve) of the original paper were analysed using the OACC (Online Algorithmic Complexity Calculator) app in R, which computed the 1D-BDM (block
size of 2, alphabet size of 2) and Shannon entropy scores. The LZW compression lengths were computed with an online LZW calculator using UTF-8
encoding for the 1D strings. Likewise, RLE and Huffman coding compression
lengths were obtained using online calculators as additional lossless compression measures to assess the MS bio-signatures.
To perform the 2D-BDM on the MS signatures (molecules), the structural distance matrix was extracted from the 2D-molecular structure SDF
files for each molecule using the PubChem database. Binary conversion was
performed on the matrices in R at five different conversion thresholds (i.e., -1,
0, 1, 3 and 5). The binarised molecular distance matrices were processed by
the PyBDM code (see [22]) to obtain the 2D-BDM scores for each molecule.
Distance matrices at a binary conversion threshold of 3 were found to be
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optimal in discriminant analysis of MS signatures into life vs. non-life categories. The matrices at a conversion threshold of 3 were used to compute
the 2D-Huffman code and 2D-RLE compression lengths.

Data availability
Mass spectrometry data is available at https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.
gov/. Online Algorithmic Complexity Calculator (OACC) is available at:
http://www.complexity-calculator.com/. Text to binary conversion is
available at: https://www.rapidtables.com/convert/number/ascii-to-binary.
html Results of compression algorithms can be reproduced using: https:
//planetcalc.com/9069/ for the Lempel-Ziv-Welch (LZW); https://www.
dcode.fr/rle-compression for the run-length encoding (RLE); https://
www.dcode.fr/huffman-tree-compression for the Huffman Coding.

Code availability
The pseudocode for the 2D-BDM is available in [22, Section 1]. Statistical
correlation analysis was done using GraphPad Prism v. 8.4.3., available at
https://www.graphpad.com/scientific-software/prism/. Further computational tools to reproduce our results are described in the section ‘Data
availability’.
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A

Appendix

In recent papers, a method and measure have been proposed claiming to be
capable of identifying and distinguishing molecules related to living systems
versus non-living ones, among other capabilities. In the main article, we
demonstrated that the assembly pathway method is a suboptimal restricted
version of Huffman’s (Shannon-Fano type) encoding so that it falls into the
category of a purely (weak) entropic measure for all purposes. This supplementary material contains more information about motivations, algorithms,
code, methods, and theorems with respect to the article under the same title.
Having identified a lack of control experiments and a limited analysis
offered, we compared other measures of statistical and algorithmic nature
that perform similarly, if not better, than the proposed assembly one at
identifying molecular signatures without making recourse to a new theory.
Previous work claimed that the computable nature and tree-like structure
of Assembly Theory was an advantage with respect to classifying the complexity of biosignatures. This is, however, one of its main weaknesses with
respect to both grasping the complexity of the object and distinguishing it
from a stochastically random ensemble. We demonstrated that the assembly
pathway method is a suboptimal restricted version of long-used compression
algorithms and that the “assembly index” performs similar to, if not worse,
than other popular statistical compression algorithms.
Simple modular instructions can outperform the pathway assembly index
because it falls short to capture the subtleties of trivial modularity. In addition, there are deceiving molecules whose low complexities arbitrarily diverge
from the “random-like appearance” that the assembly pathway method assigns to them with arbitrarily high statistical significance. Our theoretical
and empirical results imply that pathway assembly index is not an optimal
complexity measure in general, and can return false positives. We have also
suggested how the previous empirical methods can be applied to improved
complexity measures that can better take advantage of the computational
resources available.
The group behind “Assembly Theory” are ignoring and neglecting decades
of work in previous literature and resources such as work on resource-bounded
complexity, self-assembly, modularity and self organization which is beyond
the scope of this work. However, the challenges “Assembly Theory” is facing
are what half a century of negative results in complexity theory have faced
and (partially) solved by dealing with (semi) uncomputable measures after
finding that computable measures, which fall into the trivial statistical ones,
are of limited use, are ill-defined and can not only be highly misleading but
a regression in the field.

3

PyBDM Code for CTM and BDM
The Coding Theorem (CTM) and Block Decomposition Methods (BDM) are
resource-bounded computable methods [15, 18] that attempt to approximate
semi-computable measures that are a generalisation of statistical measures
more powerful than the methods proposed in “Assembly Theory” as they
combine global calculations of classical entropy with local estimations of algorithmic information content.
Algorithm 1 Python implementation of 2D-Block Decomposition Method
(PyBDM)
import numpy as np
from pybdm import BDM
import pandas as pd
X = pd.read csv(r’file directory’,dtype=int)
bdm = BDM(ndim=2)
Z=X.to numpy()
bdm.bdm(Z)

B

Deceiving molecules (or objects in an assembly space) with high assembly indices

The main idea to achieve the following theoretical results is to construct a
randomly generated program that receives a formal theory (which contains
all the computable procedures and statistical criteria in assembly theory) as
input. Then, it searches for a molecule (or object in an assembly space) with
MA sufficiently high so as to make the pathway probability of spontaneous
formation be sufficiently lower than the very own deceiving program’s algorithmic probability, so that the divergence between these two probability
distributions become statistically significant according to the chosen statistical method and significance level.
One challenge to achieve such a result is to account for the cases in which
only a subclass of possible computable processes is allowed to perform the
assembly rules (e.g., those that are allowed by the currently known law of
physics in the case of molecules) in order to construct molecules, and therefore we shall employ a variation of the traditional algorithmic complexity and
algorithmic probability studied in AIT. In this case, not every type of computable function may represent what is an effective or feasible process that
constructs a molecule. Thus, in some cases the range of generative processes
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that can give rise to (or construct) a molecule may not comprise all possible
computable functions. For this reason, we will employ a suboptimal form
of the algorithmic complexity that is defined on non-universal programming
languages (i.e., subrecursive classes). Nevertheless, in an ideal case in which
the whole algorithm space indeed constitutes the set of all possible generative
processes for constructing the assembly space (e.g., when biological systems
achieve the capability of effecting universal computation in the real world
[16]), then we show in Corollary B.5 that the deceiving phenomenon hold in
the same way (or can even be worse).
A deceiving phenomenon akin to the one employed in Theorem B.4 can be
found in [3] based upon the principles in [17], where sufficiently large datasets
were constructed so that they deceive statistical machine learning methods
into being able to find an optimal solution that in any event is considered
global by the learning method of interest, although this optimal solution is
in fact a simpler local optimum from which the more complex actual global
optimum is unpredictable and diverges.
This phenomenon is also related to the optimality of the algorithmic complexity as an information content measure that takes into account the entire
discrete space of computable measures [6, 8], or the maximality of the algorithmic probability as a probability semimeasure on the infinite discrete
space of computably constructible objects, as demonstrated by the algorithmic coding theorem [5, 8, 11].
However, unlike in these previous cases, our proof is based on finding
a deceiver algorithm that constructs an object with sufficiently high value
of assembly index such that its expected frequency of occurrence is much
lower than the algorithmic probability of the deceiver itself, and in this way
passing the test of any statistical significance level the arbitrarily chosen
formal theory may propose.
In order to achieve our results, we base our theorems on mathematical
conditions that are consistent with the assumptions and results in [13, 14].
The first assumption that we specify with the purpose of studying a worstcase scenario is that the assembly space should be large enough so as to
include those molecules (or objects) with sufficiently large MA (along with
its associated sufficiently low pathway probability of spontaneous formation)
relative to the algorithmic complexity of the deceiving program. For the
sake of simplicity, we assume that the nested family S of all possible finite
assembly spaces from the same basis (i.e., the root vertex that represents
the set of all basic building blocks) is infinite computably enumerable. However, an alternative proof can be achieved just with the former—and more
general—assumption that the assembly space may be finite but only needs
to be sufficiently large in comparison to the deceiving program. Indeed, our
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assumption is in consonance with the authors’ motivation (and/or assumption) that “biochemical systems appear to be able to generate almost infinite
complexity because they have information decoding and encoding processes
that drive networks of complex reactions to impose the numerous, highly
specific constraints needed to ensure reliable synthesis” [14]. Closely related
to the first assumption, we also assume that there always are molecules with
arbitrarily low path probabilities, which follows from the notion that, as infinitesimal as it might be, there is always a chance of randomly combining
elements from an unlikely (but possible) sequence of events so as to give rise
to a certain complex molecule.
Thirdly, in accordance with the arguments in [12–14] that the computability and feasibility of their methods is an actual advantage in comparison with
other complexity measures, here we likewise assume that the following are
computable procedures:
• deciding whether or not a finite assembly space (or subspace) is well
formed according to the joining operation rules that are allowed to
happen;1
• calculating MA of a finite molecule (i.e., a finite object) in a well-formed
assembly space (or subspace);2
• calculating the chosen approximation of MA (e.g., the split-branch version) of a finite molecule in a well-formed assembly space (or subspace);3
• calculating an upper bound for the pathway probability of spontaneous
formation of a molecule in the denumerable nested family of possible
finite assembly spaces;4
• calculating the significance level for a frequency of occurrence of a
molecule in a sample so that this empirical probability distribution
(i.e., the type of the sample) diverges from the pathway probability
distribution of spontaneous formation of the molecule;5
1

For example, one can employ the same criteria and allow the same rules established
in [14].
2
For example, as defined in [13, Definition 19].
3
For example, as in [14, SI] and [13, Section 4.2].
4
For example, this can be done by employing the methods developed in [13, SI] and
[14]
5
For example, by using a maximum-likelihood method or using the probability that a
sample occurs with KL divergence larger than  [7, 9].
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In this manner, one can now demonstrate the following theorems. Besides
the notation from [13] for assembly theory, we also employ the usual notation
for Turing machines and algorithmic complexity.
Respectively, as in [13, Definition 11] and [13, Definition 15] respectively,
let (Γ, φ) denote either an assembly space or assembly subspace. From [13,
Definition 19], we have that cΓ (x) denotes the assembly index of the object
x in the assembly space Γ.
Note that assembly spaces are finite. So, from our assumptions, we need
to define a pathway assembly that can deal with arbitrarily large objects. To
this end, let S = (Γ, Φ, F) be an infinite assembly space, where every assembly space Γ ∈ Γ is finite, Φ is the set of the correspondent edge-labeling maps
φΓ of each Γ, and F = (f1 , . . . , fn , . . . ) is the infinite sequence of embeddings
[10] (in which each embedding is also an assembly map as in [13, Definition
17]) that ends up generating S. That is, each fi : {Γi } ⊆ Γ → {Γi+1 } ⊆ Γ
is a particular type of assembly map that embeds a single assembly subspace
into a larger assembly subspace so that the resulting sequence of nested assembly subspaces defines a total order S , where

(Γi , φΓi ) S Γi+1 , φΓi+1 iff fi (Γi ) = Γi+1 .

Let γ = z . . . y denote an arbitrary path from z ∈ BS to some y ∈ V (S)
in S, where BS is the basis (i.e., the finite set of basic building blocks) of S
and V (S) is the set of vertices of S. Let γx denote a path from some z ∈ BS
to the object x ∈ V (S).
Let Γ∗ x denote a minimum rooted assembly subspace of Γ from which
the assembly index cΓ (x) calculates the augmented cardinality and that its
longest rooted path γx ends in the arbitrary object x ∈ V (Γ) as in [13,
Definition 19].
As usual, let U be a universal Turing machine on a universal programming
language L. Let U(x) denote the output of the universal Turing machine
U when x ∈ L is given as input in its tape. Let h · , · i denote an arbitrary
recursive bijective pairing function [8, 11] so that the bit string h · , · i encodes
the pair (x, y), where x, y ∈ N. Note that this notation can be recursively
extended to h· , . . . , ·i in order to represent the encoding of n-tuples.
We have that the (prefix) algorithmic complexity, denoted by K (x), is
the length of the shortest prefix-free (or self-delimiting) program x∗ ∈ L
that outputs the encoded object x in a universal prefix Turing machine U,
i.e., U (x∗ ) = x and the length |x∗ | = K (x) of program x∗ is minimum. In
addition, the algorithmic coding theorem [5, 6, 8, 11] guarantees that


X 1
 ± O(1) ,
(1)
K (x) = − log 
2|p|
U(p)=x
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where

P

2−|p| is the universal a priori probability of x, which gives the

U(p)=x

probability of randomly generating (by an i.i.d. stochastic process) a prefixfree (or self-delimiting) program that outputs x. We also have it that 2−K(x)
is called the algorithmic probability of x, which therefore converges to the
universal a priori probability (except of an object-independent constant).
If the language L0 is a proper subset of L such that language L0 running on
U is not able to decide every problem of Turing degree 0, then we have that
L0 is not a universal programming language, and the machine U defined upon
language L0 is a Turing submachine U/f [1], where f is the partial function
that computes the function U (x) for x ∈ L0 as input. In other words, a
Turing submachine is a Turing machine that can receive inputs in its tape
(and possibly simulate other machines), but it is not universal. Weaker than
Turing degree 0, a submachine can only compute problems in a subrecursive
class of problems [1]. Thus, note that resource-bounded machines or total
Turing machines are particular cases of Turing submachines [1].
As a consequence of the above definitions, we define the (prefix) subalgorithmic complexity 6 Kf (x) to be the length of the shortest prefix-free
(or self-delimiting) program x∗ ∈ L0 that outputs the encoded object x when
run on the Turing submachine U/f (i.e., U/f (x∗ ) = x and |x∗ |f = Kf (x) =
min {|w| | U (w) = x, w ∈ L0 }).7 Thus, note that resource-bounded variants
of the algorithmic complexity [4, 5, 11] are particular cases of sub-algorithmic
complexity. Analogously, we will have that the sub-universal (a priori probability) distribution upon language L0 is defined on the sub-universal a priori
probability for each value x, which are given by
X

U (p) = x;
p ∈ L0

C

1
,
2|p|

(2)

where L0 ⊆ L and C ≥ 1 is a normalizing constant as in [2, Definition 3.6,
Section 3.2.1] to ensure it is a probability measure and not a probability
semimeasure. Note that, if L0 = L, then one obtains the usual universal
distribution instead of its subrecursive version.
Following these notions, we can now define the submachine that compute
the allowed generative processes of an assembly space. For the sake of simplifying notation, let UΓ denote the Turing submachine U/fΓ . In this case,
the function fΓ is the partial function that returns what U can compute
6
7

See also [1] where this terminology is also employed.
If there is no program in L0 that can output an object x, then one defines Kf (x) = ∞.
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with some x ∈ LΓ as input, where LΓ ⊆ L is a (non-)universal programming language such that every generative process of an assembly space is
bijectively computed (or emulated) by U (x). In other words, for every generative process that can assemble objects into building another object, there
is a program x ∈ LΓ that computes (or emulates) this process. In the case
of infinite assembly spaces, one analogously defines language LS ⊆ L. In
the special case in which the generative process of the assembly space S are
capable of universal computation, then one has that LS = L holds.
Additionally, for every x ∈ LΓ , there is a generative process which is
computed (or emulated) by program x ∈ LΓ . Also for the sake of simplicity,
let KΓ denote the sub-algorithmic complexity KfΓ . That is, KΓ (x) gives the
shortest program that can compute or emulate a generative process of the
object x in the assembly space Γ. In the case of infinite assembly spaces, one
analogously defines the sub-algorithmic complexity KS and the sub-universal
a priori probability upon language LS .
Lemma B.1. Let S be infinite computably enumerable. Let F be an arbitrary formal theory that contains assembly theory, including all the decidable
procedures of the chosen method for calculating (or approximating MA) of an
object for a nested subspace of S, and the program that decides whether or
not the criteria for building the assembly spaces are met. Let k ∈ N be an
arbitrarily large natural number. Then, there are a program py , Γ ∈ S and
y ∈ V (Γ) such that
K (y) + k ≤ |py | + k + O(1) ≤ cΓ (y) ,

(3)

where the function cΓ : Γ ⊂ S → N gives the MA of the object y in the
assembly space Γ (or S) and U (py ) = y.
Proof. Let p be a bit string that represents an algorithm running on a prefix
universal Turing machine U that receives F and k as inputs. Then, it calculates |p| + |F| + O (log2 (k)) + k and enumerates S while calculating cΓ (x) of
the object (or vertex) x ∈ V (Γ) ⊂ V (S) at each step of this enumeration.
Finally, the algorithm returns the first object y ∈ V (S) for which
|p| + |F| + O (log2 (k)) + k + O(1) ≤ cΓ (y)

(4)

holds. In order to demonstrate that p always halts, just note that S is infinite
computably enumerable. Also, for any value of cΓ0 (z) for some z ∈ V (Γ0 ) ⊂
V (S), there is only a finite number of possible paths starting on any object
in BS and ending on z in cΓ0 (z) steps, where BS is the basis (i.e., the finite
set of basic building blocks [14, Definition 12]) of S. This implies that there
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is an infinite number of distinct values of cΓ0 (z), whenever z ∈ V (Γ0 ) and
Γ0 ⊂ S is finite. Now, let py = hk, F, pi. Finally, from Equation 4 and basic
properties in AIT, we have it that
K (y) + k ≤ |py | + k + O(1) ≤ |p| + |F| + O (log2 (k)) + k + O(1) ≤ cΓ (y)
(5)
holds for some sufficiently large k.
Lemma B.2. Let the conditions for Lemma B.1 be satisfied. Let
P : {Γ0 |∃x (cΓ (y) = x) , Γ0 ⊆ Γ ⊂ S is rooted, and y ∈ V (Γ0 )} → [0, 1]
be an arbitrary probability measure on the set of pathways in S and pP a
program that computes a computable function that outputs an upper bound
for P such that for every 0 > 0 and Γ ⊂ S, there are Γ0 ⊂ S and x ∈ V (Γ0 )
with Γ ⊆ Γ0 and P (Γ∗ x ) ≤ U (hΓ∗ x , pP i) < 0 . Let 1 ≥  > 0 be an arbitrary
encodable real number. Let k ∈ N be an arbitrarily large natural number.
Then, there are a program p , Γ ⊂ S, and y ∈ V (Γ) such that Lemma B.1
is satisfied with y and
K (y) + k ≤ |p | + k + O(1) ≤ cΓ (y) ,

(6)

P (Γ∗ y ) ≤ U (hΓ∗ y , pP i) < 

(7)

and
hold, where U (p ) = Γ∗ y .

Proof. Let p0 be a bit string that represents an algorithm running on a prefix
universal Turing machine U that receives pP ,  and k as inputs. Then, it
enumerates the assembly pathways Γ∗ x in S such that |p|+|F|+O (log2 (k))+
|p0 |+|pP |+O (log2 ())+k+O(1) ≤ cΓ (x), U (hΓ∗ x , pP i) < , and Lemma B.1
holds for x given k. Finally, it returns this first Γ∗ x in this enumeration. Now,
let p = hpP , , k, p0 i. Therefore, in addition to the arguments in the proof of
Lemma B.1, the desired theorem follows from the fact that program p0 always
halts because of our initial assumptions on program pP and the probability
distribution given by P.
Lemma B.3. Let the conditions for Lemmas B.1 and B.2 be satisfied. Let
F0 ⊇ F be a formal theory that also includes the chosen statistical method,
the criteria for the arbitrarily chosen statistical significance level, the chosen
computable method for approximating P from above with program pP , and the
acceptable maximum error E ∈ N for an overestimation of the complexity of
an object in S. Then, there are a program pd , Γ ⊂ S, and y ∈ V (Γ) such that
Lemma B.2 is satisfied with y and F0 decides that the divergence of the (sub)universal distribution from P is statistically significant, where U (pd ) = Γ∗ y
and |pd | + E < cΓ (y) hold.
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Proof. Let pd be a bit string that represents an algorithm running on a
prefix universal Turing machine U that includes the computation of pk and
p (which are programs defined in the proofs of Lemmas B.1 and B.2) as
subroutines. Then, it searches for the first Γ∗ x , sufficiently small value of ,
and sufficiently large value of k ≥ E +O(1) such that Lemmas B.1 and B.2 are
satisfied with x, |pd | + E < |p| + |F0 | + O (log2 (k)) + |p0 | + |pP | + O (log2 ()) +
k + O(1) < cΓ (x) holds, and the divergence of 2−|pd | from U (hΓ∗ x , pP i)
is statistically significant according to the formal theory F0 . Finally, the
algorithm returns this first assembly pathway Γ∗ x as output. Note that,
since the value of 2−|pd | is fixed, one can always employ program pP and
the statistical criteria in theory F0 to find an arbitrarily lower probability
than 2−|pd | so that the resulting probability distribution (i.e., the probability
distribution given by P) diverges from the sub-universal (a priori probability)
distribution. This holds because: of the algorithmic coding theorem, which
implies that 2−|pd | is a lower bound for the sub-universal a priori probability
upon language L0 , where pd ∈ L0 ⊆ L; and of the fact that pP is a program
that computes a (computable) function that outputs an upper bound for P.8
Additionally, this divergence eventually becomes statistically significant (as
the divergence increases) because the probability of occurrence of a sequence
of events following an empirical probability distribution, which diverges from
the original distribution that the events are generated, eventually decreases as
the divergence sufficiently increases. Also note that |pd | ≤ |pk | + |p | + O(1).
Therefore, since k and  were arbitrary in Lemma B.2 and all the statistical
methods in F0 are decidable by assumption, we have that pd always halts.
Theorem B.4. Let the conditions for Lemma B.3 be satisfied. Let S be an
infinite assembly space whose set of randomly generated (computable) generative processes include one that can effect at least the computation of program
pd , where Lemma B.3 holds for pd and y ∈ V (S). Then:
• the complexity error is larger than E (except for an independent constant);
• and this error implies a statistically significant (according to F0 ) distinct frequency of occurrence of y than it was expected from the chosen
assembly theory.
Proof. From Lemma B.3, we have it that U (pd ) = Γ∗ y . Thus, from our
assumptions and the definition of KS , we have it that KS (y) ≤ |pd | + O(1),
Also note that F0 does not actually need to be able to compute the value of the subuniversal a priori probability of x because one already knows 2−|pd | is a lower bound for
it and U (hΓ∗ x , pP i) is an upper bound for the optimal pathway probability of x.
8
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which proves that the complexity error is larger than E from Lemma B.3.
We also have that the probability of an assembly pathway being constructed
by a randomly generated computable process is given by the sub-universal a
priori probability of Γ∗ y upon language LS , i.e.,
X
1
(8)
C |p| .
2
∗
U (p) = Γ y ;
p ∈ LS

Therefore, by replacing L0 with LS in the proof of Lemma B.3, we achieve a
statistically significant (according to F0 ) distinct frequency of occurrence of
y than it was expected from the chosen assembly theory.
Corollary B.5. Let the conditions for Lemma B.3 be satisfied. Let S be an
infinite assembly space whose randomly generated (computable) generative
processes are capable of universal computation. Then:
• the complexity error is larger than E (except for an independent constant);
• and this error implies a statistically significant (according to F0 ) distinct frequency of occurrence of y than it was expected from the chosen
assembly theory.
Proof. The proof follows directly from the fact that K (y) ≤ Kf (y) + O(1)
and from replacing L0 with L in the proof of Lemma B.3.
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